INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS
This paper continues the study initiated in [12] . Let us first briefly recall the problem dealt with and the main results obtained in [12] .
We consider a nonlinear oblique derivative boundary condition for the heat equation, in the half-plane (~+ _ ~ ( Z, X ) E R x
The above system arises in plasma physics (see [11] ] for the modeling), and describes the diffusive propagation of a magnetic field in a uniform plasma, in presence of a perfectly conductive electrode which is placed on the axis X = 0. The non-homogeneous condition at Z ~ -~ stands for a source of magnetic field. In some realistic physical situations, the parameter K turns out to be very large [4] . The aim of this part is to let K -+00 in these equations, thanks to an adequate scaling. Introduce [2] for elliptic equations cannot be applied directly. Nevertheless, the scheme used in [12] to prove the C°° regularity of the self-similar solution is robust enough with respect to c and will be adapted here.
Let formally ~ --~ 0 in (1.3NH). The degenerate self-similar problem writes ' We denote by 'lj; (z) the solution of
Let us set u = U -~; this is the solution of the associated homogeneous problem. The starting point of our study is the following result, proved in [ 12] : THEOREM A.1.1 (Self-similar problem with E > 0). -There exists a unique solution U E C°° ((~+ ) of ( 1.3NH). Moreover we have the following properties:
. U is decreasing with and x. ' ' ' S uch a result may be classically obtained by a topological degree argument combined with strong enough a priori estimates, as in [9] . We presented in [12] an alternative method, based on estimates of (~~)~ and Vol. 16, n° 6-1999. The main result of this paper is the following existence and uniqueness theorem: THEOREM l.l (Convergence to the solution of the degenerate problem).
-(i) As ~ ~ 0, and after extraction of a subsequence, the solution Uõ f (1.3NH) converges in strong and a. e. to a weak solution U of (1.4NH).
(ii) There exists zo > 0 such that this function U verifies ( 1.7)
U is discontinuous along the axis z = 0, x > 0, (1 [12] and alternatively obtain interior and boundary estimates for U~ and its derivatives. These estimates pass to the limit U, after extraction of subsequences from UE;. The main difference with [12] is that the equation ( . if (zo, ~o) is a maximum (resp. minimum) of V -~, then -if 0, then Vx = 0 3 C 6 x , V x x ~ 0 3 C 6 x x at (zo, x0 ) (resp. Vxx ~ 03C6xx); because z~z vanishes at the points of discontinuity of Vz, this is sufficient to get the result; -if Xo = 0, because 1'V E C1 (I~), then Vz = ~z and -Vx > -~x (resp.
-Vx > 2014~.r). This is once again sufficient. 
NUMERICAL RESULTS
We present here some numerical simulations which show different properties of the solutions of the parabolic and elliptic systems that we have studied in this paper and in its first part [12] . We [7] (see comments on this fact in [11] A third and final paper will deal with the singular Cauchy Problem and the actual convergence of the unsteady solution to the self-similar solution described in this paper.
